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Bruce Lee Jeet Kune Do Lees Commentaries On The Martial Way
Bruce Lee Jeet Kune Do is the iconic book presenting the martial art created by Bruce Lee as explained in the master's own
words. In 1970, Bruce Lee suffered a back injury that confined him to bed. Rather than allowing this to slow his growth as a martial
artist, he read feverishly on Eastern philosophy and Western psychology and self help books, constructing his own views on the
totality of combat and life. It was during this time that Lee wrote 7 volumes containing his thoughts, ideas, opinions, and research
into the art of unarmed combat, and how it applies to the everyday life. Some of this material was posthumously published in 1975,
but much more existed. This landmark book serves as a more complete presentation of Bruce Lee's notes on his art of Jeet Kune
Do. The development of his unique martial art form, its principles, core techniques, and lesson plans are presented here in Lee's
own words. It also features Lee's illustrative sketches and his remarkable treatise on the nature of combat, success through martial
arts, and the importance of a positive mental attitude in training. In addition, there are a series of "Questions Every Martial Artist
Must Ask Himself," that Lee posed to himself and intended to explore as part of his own development, but never lived to complete.
Jeet Kune Do: A Comprehensive Guide to Bruce Lee's Martial Way is a book every Bruce Lee fan must have.
Tao of Jeet Kune DoBlack Belt Communications Incorporated
"The straight punch is the core of Jeet Kune Do."—Bruce Lee The straight lead was a key element in Bruce Lee's development of
his own personal style. It was designed to be uncomplicated, economical, and brutally effective but is not as simple as it might
seem. Bruce Lee once described it the most difficult move in the Jeet Kune Do arsenal. Lee developed JKD as a response to the
shortcomings he found in traditional martial arts, but it also includes elements of Western combat systems that he found effective.
It incorporates contributions ranging from Jack Dempsey's approach to boxing to the fencing style of Aldo Nadi. In The Straight
Lead: The Core of Bruce Lee's Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do, author Teri Tom describes the development of the straight punch in
Western martial arts and describes Bruce Lee's refinement of the technique. It also offers a thorough instruction in the complexity
and power of the move—showing martial artists of any discipline how to incorporate this devastating attack into their repertoire.
With forewords by Shannon Lee Keasler and Ted Wong, chapters include: A Brief History of Straight Punching Evolution of Jeet
Kune Do's Straight Lead The Stance Mechanics of the Straight Lead Footwork Why the Straight Lead? Application Speed
Variations of the Straight Punch What Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do is Not Go to the Source An Interview with Ted Wong
With many martial arts books on the market today; very few, if any, cover the actual form; or in karate, the kata; that was founded
in Bruce Lee's Jeet Kune Do. After his passing, many martial artists began publishing their kung fu forms and karate katas. In an
effort to document his art form expression of Jeet Kune Do, this book was written.
Discusses Bruce Lee's contribution to the martial arts, his own art of Jeet Kune Do, and its underlying philosophy.
Although much has been written about Jeet Kune Do, the art of Bruce Lee remains an enigma, spawning endless debate about
what constitutes the art and how it should be taught and applied. "Understanding Jeet Kune Do" is vastly different from the books
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on Bruce Lee's martial art that have preceded it, offering a fresh and simple look at the mystery that is Jeet Kune Do. In
"Understanding Jeet Kune Do," author Jason Korol demonstrates: -that Jeet Kune Do is the science of self-defense - not a mere
concept or, for that matter, just a conglomeration of other arts. -what the basis for a rationally consistent method of self-defense is
and how Bruce Lee's Jeet Kune Do is consistent with that method. -a logically consistent definition of self-defense and explore its
ethical, technical, and strategic corollaries. -why certain aspects of Lee's Jeet Kune Do must be taught as is - as the foundation of
the method - or else it ceases to be Jeet Kune Do. "Understanding Jeet Kune Do" will have a unique appeal to Jeet Kune Do
enthusiasts and the average martial artist that wants to gain a better understanding about the art of Jeet Kune Do.
"Bruce Lee was known as an amazing martial artist, but he was also a profound thinker. He left behind seven volumes of writing
on everything from quantum physics to philosophy." — John Blake, CNN Named one of TIME magazine's "100 Greatest Men of the
Century," Bruce Lee's impact and influence has only grown since his untimely death in 1973. Part of the seven-volume Bruce Lee
Library, this installment of the famed martial artist's private notebooks allows his legions of fans to learn more about the man
whose groundbreaking action films and martial arts training methods sparked a worldwide interest in the Asian martial arts. Bruce
Lee Artist of Life explores the development of Lee's thoughts about Gung Fu (Kung Fu), philosophy, psychology, poetry, Jeet Kune
Do, acting, and self-knowledge. Edited by John Little, a leading authority on Lee's life and work, the book includes a selection of
letters that eloquently demonstrate how Lee incorporated his thought into actions and provided advice to others. Although Lee
rose to stardom through his physical prowess and practice of jeet kune do—the system of fighting he founded—Lee was also a
voracious and engaged reader who wrote extensively, synthesizing Eastern and Western thought into a unique personal
philosophy of self-discovery. Martial arts practitioners and fans alike eagerly anticipate each new volume of the Library and its
trove of rare letters, essays, and poems for the light it sheds on this legendary figure. This book is part of the Bruce Lee Library,
which also features: Bruce Lee: Striking Thoughts Bruce Lee: The Celebrated Life of the Golden Dragon Bruce Lee: The Tao of
Gung Fu Bruce Lee: Letters of the Dragon Bruce Lee: The Art of Expressing the Human Body Bruce Lee: Jeet Kune Do
First, before I started writing my book, I considered that people would like to know the opposite. The reason for this is, most of the
times we would really like to know and define things and subjects to their right side, as we always do! For example, what is this,
and what is the difference between this and the other facts or things that creates the comparison.
Vechtsporttechnieken ontwikkeld door de bekende Amerikaanse vechtsport-acteur inclusief de daaraan gerelateerde filosofie.
This is an advanced study of the martial art of Bruce Lee, Jeet Kune Do (The Way of the Intercepting Fist). It doesn't teach Jeet
Kune Do, rather delves into the concepts behind Jeet Kune Do, and often what drove Bruce Lee to create the art. If you are a
Bruce Lee worshipper, this book isn't for you. This book is for people who understand that Bruce was a man, and that there could
be problems with Jeet Kune Do and, at the very least, things to learn from comparing and contrasting the art to the classical
martial arts. It examines Bruce, and analyzes Jeet Kune Do. It is respectful, but it does ask the hard questions. The author uses
'Matrixing' Technology and Neutronics to achieve the analysis of martial arts in this volume. Matrixing is a science which utilizes
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graphs and charts and other tools. Neutronics is a philosophy aimed at discovering the truth of the individual. It, too, is very
scientific. The book is 136 pages, and includes anecdotes and drills, some of which have never been seen. The author began
Martial Arts in 1967. He lived through the 'Golden Age' of Martial Arts, and studied virtually every martial art that came down the
pike. He became a writer for the magazines in 1981, and had his own column in Inside Karate. He has written over 15 books on
the martial arts, including several multi-volume works, virtual encyclopedias. These include a 3 volume treatise on Kenpo, a 5
volume presentation of Matrixing in 'Matrix Karate, ' works on Pan Gai Noon, Tong Bei, and more.
In the months leading up to his death, Bruce Lee was working on this definitive study of the Chinese martial arts—collectively
known as Kung Fu or Gung Fu. This book has now been edited and is published here for the first time in its entirety. Bruce Lee
totally revolutionized the practice of martial arts and brought them into the modern world—by promoting the idea that students have
the right to pick and choose those techniques and training regimens which suit their own personal needs and fighting styles. He
developed a new style of his own called Jeet Kune Do—combining many elements from different masters and different traditions.
This was considered heretical at the time within martial arts circles, where one was expected to study with only a single
master—and Lee was the first martial artist to attempt this. Today he is revered as the "father" of martial arts practice around the
world—including Mixed Martial Arts. In addition to presenting the fundamental techniques, mindset and training methods of
traditional Chinese martial arts, this marial art treatise explores such esoteric topics as Taoism and Zen as applied to Gung Fu,
Eastern and Western fitness regimens and self-defense techniques. Also included is a Gung Fu "scrapbook" of Bruce Lee's own
personal anecdotes regarding the history and traditions of the martial arts of China. After Lee's death, his manuscript was
completed and edited by martial arts expert John Little in cooperation with the Bruce Lee Estate. This book features an
introduction by his wife, Linda Lee Cadwell and a foreword from his close friend and student, Taky Kimura. This Bruce Lee Book is
part of the Bruce Lee Library which also features: Bruce Lee: Striking Thoughts Bruce Lee: The Celebrated Life of the Golden
Dragon Bruce Lee: Artist of Life Bruce Lee: Letters of the Dragon Bruce Lee: The Art of Expressing the Human Body Bruce Lee:
Jeet Kune Do
Compiled from Bruce Lee's own notes and writings, Bruce Lee Jeet Kune Do is the seminal book presenting the martial art created
by Bruce Lee himself. Jeet Kune Do was a revolutionary new approach to the martial arts in its time and is the principal reason
why Bruce Lee is revered as a pioneer by martial artists today, many decades after his death. The development of his unique
martial art form—its principles, core techniques, and lesson plans—are all presented in this book in Bruce Lee's own words and
notes. This is the complete and official version of Jeet Kune Do which was originally published by Tuttle Publishing in cooperation
with the Lee family in 1997. It is still the most comprehensive presentation of Jeet Kune Do available. This Jeet Kune Do book
features Lee's illustrative sketches and his remarkable notes and commentaries on the nature of combat and achieving success in
life through the martial arts, as well as the importance of a positive mental attitude during training. In addition, there are a series of
"Questions Every Martial Artist Must Ask Himself" that Lee posed to himself and intended to explore as part of his own
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development, but never lived to complete. Bruce Lee Jeet Kune Do is the book every Bruce Lee fan must have in his collection.
This Bruce Lee Book is part of the Bruce Lee Library which also features: Bruce Lee: Striking Thoughts Bruce Lee: The
Celebrated Life of the Golden Dragon Bruce Lee: The Tao of Gung Fu Bruce Lee: Artist of Life Bruce Lee: Letters of the Dragon
Bruce Lee: The Art of Expressing the Human Body
Jun Fan/Jeet Kune Do ist ein modernes Selbstverteidigungssystem nach den Lehren und der Philosophie von Bruce Lee, dem
King of Kung Fu. JKD ist auf Einfachheit, Direktheit, Effizienz und Schnelligkeit aufgebaut. Es beinhaltet alle vier Kampfdistanzen
(Kicken, Boxen, Nahkampf, Bodenkampf) und verwendet bestimmte Strategien, Konzepte und Prinzipien. JKD befindet sich in
ständiger Entwicklung und passt sich den Gefahren der heutigen Zeit an, so dass es auch nach dem frühen Tod des Begründers
durch seinen Freund und Erben Dan Inosanto weiterlebt. Dieses Buch dient als Lehrbuch von Level 1 bis 3, allerdings werden
aber auch andere fortführende Bereiche behandelt. Es ist für jeden interessierten Leser geeignet, der sich ein Bild über die
realistische Selbstverteidigung nach der Methode von Bruce Lee verschaffen will. Zusätzlich dient es als Unterstützung für jeden
Kampfsportler/Kampfkünstler. Der Stil ist dabei vollkommen nebensächlich, da das Jeet Kune Do für oder gegen jeden Stil
verwendet werden kann, frei nach dem Motto, Using no way as way Having no Limitation as Limitation. Geh kein Weg als gebe es
nur diesen-Lass Dich nicht durch eine Grenze einschränken- Bruce Lee). Der Autor Sifu Ralph Fischer vermittelt in diesem Buch
seine über 37 jährige Erfahrung in den Kampfkünsten als Wettkämpfer und Lehrer. Er ist Fullinstructor für JKD und Inosanto Kali,
Instructor für MMA, BJJ, Kickboxen (6.DAN), BodyCross Fitness und vertritt die Ämter als Sportdirektor und Bundestrainer für
MMA und Grappling.
Jeet Kune Do For Beginners! Principles, Techniques & Tactics From Bruce Lee's Fighting Style Of Choice Are You Ready To
Learn All About Bruce Lee's JKD? If So You've Come To The Right Place... Here's A Preview Of What JKD For Beginners
Contains... An Introduction to the Origins of Jeet Kune Do Jeet Kune Do - The Style That Isn't A Style How Consumers Benefit
from Financial Technology Disruptors Bruce Lee's Combat Principles How To Become The Total Martial Artist - A Well Rounded
Fighter How To Be Economical With Your Movement Technical Strikes In JKD Explained The Four Basic Ranges Of JKD
Explained Three Alternate Ranges You Need To Know About Punches In Jeet Kune Do - Hand Techniques Explained Throwing
Kicks & Kicking Styles - The JKD Way How To Trap Your Opponent Correctly And Much, Much More!
A continuation of the Jeet Kune Do: A to Z series. Chapter one concludes the exploration of jeet kune do's attacking methods by
examining the use of feints and false attacks. From here, the book explores the art and science of counter attacking, including the
use of interception, parry-and-counter, evade-and-counter, and jam-and-counter. This is followed by a breakdown of the various
defensive skills used in jeet kune do, and the tactical elements of timing, distance, rhythm, cadence, and tempo. The book
concludes with a discussion of the major philosophical tenets of jeet kune do as set out by Bruce Lee.
Bruce Lee’s original art (wing chun) and the art he developed (jeet kune do) are compared by Lee’s associates. Includes stances
and footwork, hand and leg techniques, tactics, and self-defense.
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Finally, under one cover, the definitive study of Bruce Lee's jeet kune do, the explosive martial art drawn from the best of
Eastern and Western fighting styles. This exclusive collection features interviews with top masters who worked closely
with Bruce Lee - such as Dan Inosanto, Larry Hartsell and Joe Lewis - along with a dynamic presentation of jeet kune do
principles and techniques. In this book, Jerry Beasley, who has trained extensively with Lewis and dedicated years to the
practice and study of jeet kune do, solves the puzzle of what jeet kune do actually is, as envisioned by Bruce Lee and
practiced by succeeding generations of adherents. According to Lewis, "What Bruce Lee was able to do in a physical
context, Dr. Beasley has successfully done in print." (Incorporates material from In Search of the Ultimate Martial Art and
The Way of No Way.)
ie meisten Menschen kennen Bruce Lee nur von seinen Filmen und sehen ihn nur als Schauspieler, aber er war auch ein
Kampfkunstler, Autor und Philosoph. Er begann sein Kampfkunsttraining in Hong Kong, als er 13 Jahre alt war. Ein
Freund stellte ihn Yip Man vor, Grossmeister im Wing Chun Kung Fu. Funf Jahre trainierte Bruce sehr hart, meistens vier
bis sechs Stunden pro Tag. Was er lernte, probierte er auf der Strasse aus, und dadurch bekam er immer wieder
Probleme. Seine Eltern beschlossen daher, ihn 1959 nach Amerika zu schicken. Dort machte er den High School
Abschluss und studierte an der Washington University in Seattle, WA, Philosophie. In seiner freien Zeit gab er einer
kleinen Gruppe Studenten Kung Fu Unterricht. Einer dieser Studenten war Linda Emery, die er 1964 heiratete. Bruce
eroffnete drei Kung Fu Schulen: in Oakland, Seattle und Los Angeles. Er war sehr fasziniert von Kampfkunst und allem,
was damit zusammenhing und sammelte mehr als 2000 Bucher. 1973 starb Bruce Lee mit 32 Jahren, auf dem
Hohepunkt seiner Karriere. Er hinterliess der Welt vier Filme (plus 20 Minuten von einem noch zu produzierenden funften
Film) und die von ihm entwickelte Kampfkunst Jeet Kune Do. 1975, zwei Jahre nach dem Tod von Bruce, wurde die erste
Ausgabe des Tao des Jeet Kune Do herausgegeben. Bruce hat an einem Buch gearbeitet, in dem er seine Ideen uber
Kampfkunst veroffentlichen wollte. Es sollte eine siebenteilige Enzyklopadie werden, wofur er sich schon einen Titel
ausgedacht hatte, The Tao of Jeet Kune Do. Seine enorme Anzahl von Aufzeichnungen und Notizen, zusammen mehr
als 6000 Seiten, bildeten die Basis fur das Buch. Als seine Frau Linda nach seinem Tod beschloss, das Buch doch noch
herauszugeben, stand sie vor der beinah unmoglichen Aufgabe, alles geschriebene Material zu ordnen. Mit der Hilfe von
Gilbert Johnson, der die Redaktion des Buches ubernommen hatte, und den Schulern von Bruce, ist schliesslich The Tao
of Jeet Kune Do entstanden. Das Buch wurde inzwischen in 11 Sprachen ubersetzt und weltweit wurden mehr als 1
Million Exemplare verkauft! Diese deutsche Ausgabe wurde besorgt von James ter Beek, der selbst Unterricht von Ted
Wong hatte - Topschuler von Bruce Lee - und der zertifizierter Jeet Kune Do Lehrer
Gathers the thoughts of the famous martial arts expert and actor about zen and the practical aspects of self-defense.
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“Size yap?lan güçlü bir ata?a kar?? daha güçlü bir cevap verebilmek bir ilke ve stratejidir, yani stratejik bir ilkedir.
Darbeye en fazla maruz kalabilece?iniz an, sald?ramay?p metodsuz kapand???n?z veya bitmesini isteyip kaçma hesab?
yapt???n?z veya birilerinin kavgan?zda sizi ay?rmas?n? istedi?iniz and?r. Aksine; sald?r?yorsan?z dü?man?n
sald?r?s?n? engelliyorsunuzdur ve bu en iyi müdafaad?r. Güvence, kaçmak de?il cesarettir. Sen kaçmaya s???n?rsan,
dü?man?n en az iki kat cesaretle kovalamaya s???n?r. Hayat?n? arkana alma, önüne koy...” ?stedi?i yere konamayan bir
ku?, havada esirdir.
Este libro es una presentación completa del arte de Bruce Lee, el jeet kune do. El desarrollo de esta original forma de
arte marcial, sus principios, técnicas centrales y planes de lección son presentados aquí con las propias palabras de
Lee. También se muestran esquemas ilustrativos de Lee y su extraordinario tratamiento sobre la naturaleza del
combate, el éxito mediante las artes marciales y la importancia de una actitud mental positiva en el entrenamiento. El
lector también encontrará una serie de “preguntas que todo artista marcial debe formularse a sí mismo” y que Lee se
planteó con el propósito de explorar como parte de su propio desarrollo aunque no llegó a vivir para completarlas. John
Little está considerado una de las mayores autoridades del mundo sobre Bruce Lee, sus métodos de entrenamiento y su
filosofía. Asimismo, es la única persona que ha sido autorizada para revisar todas las notas personales de Lee, sus
dibujos y las anotaciones de sus lecturas. Actualmente es editor asociado de la revista Bruce Lee y el director de
Knowing is not enough, el informativo oficial del Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do Nucleus.
Compiled from Bruce Lee's notes and writings, Bruce Lee Jeet Kune Do is the seminal book presenting the martial art
created by Bruce Lee himself. Jeet Kune Do was a revolutionary new approach to the martial arts in its time and is the
principal reason why Bruce Lee is revered as a pioneer by martial artists today, many decades after his death. The
development of his unique martial art form—its principles, core techniques, and lesson plans—are all presented in this
book in Bruce Lee's own words and notes. This book is the complete and official version of Jeet Kune Do which was
originally published by Tuttle Publishing in cooperation with the Lee family in 1997. It is still the most comprehensive
presentation of Jeet Kune Do available. This Jeet Kune Do book features Lee's illustrative sketches and his remarkable
notes and commentaries on the nature of combat and achieving success in life through the martial arts, as well as the
importance of a positive mental attitude during training. Also, there is a series of "Questions Every Martial Artist Must Ask
Himself" that Lee posed to himself and intended to explore as part of his development, but never lived to complete. Bruce
Lee Jeet Kune Do is the book every Bruce Lee fan must have in his collection. This Bruce Lee Book is part of the Bruce
Lee Library which also features: Bruce Lee: Striking Thoughts Bruce Lee: The Celebrated Life of the Golden Dragon
Bruce Lee: The Tao of Gung Fu Bruce Lee: Artist of Life Bruce Lee: Letters of the Dragon Bruce Lee: The Art of
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Expressing the Human Body
A behind-the-scenes look at the life of the most extraordinary martial artist of all time—Bruce Lee. Bruce Lee: The
Celebrated Life of the Golden Dragon is a photographic catalog of all facets of this fascinating man, from the start of his
career to his untimely and tragic death in 1973. This book reveals a quiet family man behind the charismatic public
persona. It shows the real Bruce Lee—the man who was so much more than an international film and martial arts
celebrity. This brilliant photo essay—compiled and edited by Bruce Lee expert John Little with the assistance of Lee's
widow, Linda Lee Cadwell—reveals never-before-published family photos, including rare photos of Bruce's childhood in
Hong Kong. Tender moments with his children are caught on camera and action shots from his martial arts films are
shown. With a preface by his daughter Shannon Lee and a foreword by wife Linda, the text is drawn directly from Bruce
Lee's own diaries and journals. Based on the award-winning Warner Bros. documentary, Bruce Lee: In His Own Words,
sections include: Chronology of the Life of Bruce Lee Early Years—why he began studying gung fu (kung fu) and took up
wing chun, his first starring role, and his return to the US Hollywood—why he got the part in The Green Hornet, teaching
Steve McQueen, James Coburn and Stirling Silliphant, filming Enter the Dragon, The Way of the Dragon, Fist of Fury and
more, training and acting with Chuck Norris, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Dean Martin and Sharon Tate, and the creation of
Jeet Kune Do (JKD) Family—meeting Linda, having children, daily life This Bruce Lee Book is part of Tuttle Publishing's
Bruce Lee Library which also features: Bruce Lee's Striking Thoughts Bruce Lee's The Tao of Gung Fu Bruce Lee Artist
of Life Bruce Lee: Letters of the Dragon Bruce Lee: The Art of Expressing the Human Body Bruce Lee Jeet Kune Do
Apply the combat science of Bruce Lee's revolutionary martial art! This martial arts manual describes his research into
the how and why of Jeet Kune Do techniques. Bruce Lee wrote of "three stages of cultivation" that lie along the path to
JKD mastery: The Stage of Innocence—this is the level of the absolute beginner. The Stage of Art—the student is
immersed in the process of technical and physical training. The Stage of Artlessness—the stage of "highest art" in which
the body is no longer hindered by the mind. As Bruce Lee would say, "It hits all by itself." To reach the final stage, the
student must progress methodically through the Stage of Art—there are no shortcuts! Author Teri Tom guides you on this
journey by revealing the science behind the moves in Jeet Kune Do repertoire. You'll learn how to protect yourself from
injury, and maximize the effectiveness of the following core techniques and their variations: Straight Lead; Rear Cross;
Hook; Uppercut; Straight Kick; Hook Kick; Side Kick; and Spinning Back Kick. You'll also learn about Bruce Lee's
revolutionary approach to combat that takes advantage of human biomechanics; How to evade attacks, and use those
evasive movements to launch counter-attacks; Natural ways to chain your moves into seamless combinations; The
importance of developing mental and physical speed, footwork, cadence, good timing and judgment of distance; All
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techniques are traced to the original sources that inspired Bruce Lee.
"Remembering the Master is a glimpse into the lives of Bruce Lee and James Yimm Lee, related through the memories of
those closest to them during the Oakland years, where they changed the course of martial arts history with the creation of
Jeet Kune Do"-"While much has been written about Bruce Lee as a martial arts instructor and as an actor, very little has ever appeared
about the years he spent training with James Yimm Lee, a talented kung fu stylist. This training period left a lasting
impression on the "Dragon's" ideology and shaped his outlook on the martial arts for years to come. This title offers an indepth account of the emergence of Bruce Lee's Jeet Kune Do."--Publisher description.
This book is a complete presentation of the use of jeet kune do in the close-in grappling range. Hartsell, one of Bruce
Lee's original students, takes a clear cut, no-nonsense approach to a complete fighting form that incorporates moves
from boxing, wrestling, karate, jujitsu, judo, savate, kali and escrima.
This book will serve way to decide what will work the best for you and what aspects of JKD you need to keep, as well as
throw away. I feel that it would be impossible to learn this from your instructor, as he will mainly focus on what works best
for him. I have been fortunate to have learned from many of the senior students of Bruce Lee and have noticed that they
all focus on certain things and not on what some the others are doing. For some it may be the boxing aspects. For some
it may be footwork. For others it was trapping energy and the Wing Chun elements. It was only when we started focusing
on the Western fencing aspects of JKD that I was able to understand and focus on what has become my essence of
JKD. Of course, an instructor cannot just hand you what will become your essence or foundation of your own JKD. This is
something that you must discover for yourself as you work to become more a more efficient JKD practitioner. The
purpose of this book is too show you most of what we teach in my garage and the basic principles behind each. Once
you have worked on these you will come to realize what will work for you and what will not. Some of you will want to
focus on distance and footwork. Others will feel comfortable crashing the line. Whatever works for you is the main thing.
Just use the book as guideline to discover your own essential JKD.
This useful and informative book offers a detailed overview of Jeet Kune Do practice while explaining the specific moves
readers will need to perfect their techniques. As a foundation, the book recalls the origination of Jeet Kune Do — the
philosophy, history, and different styles of the martial art. This gives readers an important reference point on how the
practice evolved. From there, the book explains how to choose a school, taking readers through their first class including
the etiquette and dress requirements. The basic elements of the style — stances, footwork, upper body and lower body
techniques, and grappling are all well represented and defined. Building upon this solid groundwork, the book informs
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readers of the five ways of attack, including the single direct attack, the attack by combination, the progressive indirect
attack, the attack by drawing, and the hand immobilization attack. Fighting instructions include the tactical considerations
of Jeet Kune Do practice such as defenses, counterattacks, and sparring. The book concludes with a comprehensive list
of resources to help students further develop their knowledge of and training in Jeet Kune Do. Through compact and
easy-to-read, this book gives readers everything they'll need to start their practice of this important fighting art.
This enduring bestseller, written over six months when Lee was bedridden with back problems, compiles philosophical
aphorisms, technique explanations, and sketches by the master himself.
Bruce Lee was de koning van kung fu en martial arts. "The Tao of Jeet Kune Do" is het enige echte boek waarin Bruce
Lee's eigen ideeën over vechtsport zijn gepubliceerd. Wereldwijd zijn er al meer dan een miljoen exemplaren van
verkocht. Deze herziene en fors uitgebreide Nederlandse vertaling is nu eindelijk verkrijgbaar, bezorgd door James ter
Beek, die zelf les heeft gehad van Ted Wong (een van de meest begaafde leerlingen van Bruce Lee en gecertificeerd
Jeet Kune Do-instructeur). Het vertalen van de soms ingewikkelde tekst heeft twee jaar in beslag genomen. De vele
illustraties van Bruce Lee zelf geven een duidelijk inzicht in zijn visie op Kung Fu. Maak je de technieken van Bruce Lee
eigen met "De Tao van Jeet Kune Do"!
Bruce Lee was a revered martial artist, actor and filmmaker known for movies like 'Fists of Fury' and 'Enter the Dragon,'
and the technique Jeet Kune Do. This book gives an account of his life, career in Martial Arts, Filmography and Death. A
must read for any Bruce Lee Fan.
This book belongs on the bookshelves of every serious martial artist, guaranteed to elevate the reader to the highest
level. In this fantastic training manual, you will discover intermediate and advance techniques and strategies of Bruce
Lee's incredible art of Jeet Kune Do. Included are Bruce Lee's energy drills, JKD trapping, Sparring drills, wooden
dummy training, and strategies against all types of fighters. Packed with Bruce Lee's Jeet Kune Do drills and cutting
edge, up-to-date advance strategies against any type of opponent. For the first time, this book contains hardcore training
and fighting techniques and tactics (never before published) of Bruce Lee's personal art. Bestseller: Amazon #2 "Tao of
Jeet Kune Do" Previous edition: 978-0953176663
Revealing the secrets behind Bruce Lee’s legendary martial arts system, this reference is the ideal guide to gaining
technical proficiency in Jeet Kune Do. Focusing on drills for balance, timing, range, precision, and speed, this new
volume combines its expertise with the fundamentals of its predecessor—basic stances, footwork, kicking, countering, and
hand trapping—enhancing these original exercises with an accessible, step-by-step approach. Strikingly illustrated with a
myriad of detailed photographs, this is an ideal companion for any martial arts enthusiast.
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Este libro es una presentación completa del arte de Bruce Lee, el jeet kune do. El desarrollo de esta original forma de
arte marcial, sus principios, técnicas centrales y planes de lección son presentados aquí con las propias palabras de
Lee. También se muestran esquemas ilustrativos de Lee y su extraordinario tratamiento sobre la naturaleza del
combate, el éxito mediante las artes marciales y la importancia de una actitud mental positiva en el entrenamiento. El
lector también encontrará una serie de "preguntas que todo artista marcial debe formularse a sí mismo" y que Lee se
planteó con el propósito de explorar como parte de su propio desarrollo aunque no llegó a vivir para completarlas.
Teach Yourself Jeet Kune Do! Bruce Lee's Jeet Kune Do is more than a bunch of martial arts techniques. It is a usable
Jeet Kune Do training manual covering all aspects of Bruce Lee's fighting method. Unlike other martial arts, Bruce Lee
developed Jeet Kune Do to be a practical form of self-defense. Use these techniques and strategies to beat your
opponent as quickly as possible. Discover one of the most street-effective martial arts ever invented, because this is
Bruce Lee's Jeet Kune Do. Get it now. Bruce Lee's Jeet Kune Do Includes * Offensive and defensive Jeet Kune Do
techniques. * Learn a martial art made for street fighting. * Train in the way of the intercepting fist. * Learn Jeet Kune Do
foundations and fighting strategy. * Increase personal fitness. * Become lightning fast. * Increase power in all your strikes.
* Easy to follow descriptions with clear pictures. * Progressive lessons so you can learn at your own pace. * Develop the
ability to instinctively escape/react to any situation. ...and much more Train in the Way of the Intercepting Fist * The
fundamental lead straight punch and all the important lessons that go with it. * How to deliver punches your opponent will
never see coming. * Simple explanations of the principles of economy of motion. * Details the 5 ways of attack and how
to apply them in your fighting strategy. * Learn about the centerline and how to use it to your advantage. * The On-Guard
Position. * Development of power and speed. * The fastest strike you can do and how to make it (and all other strikes) as
fast as possible. * The most powerful strike you can do and how to make it (and all other strikes) as powerful as possible.
* Jeet Kune Do footwork including the shuffle, quick movements, circling, bursting, etc. * A modified Jeet Kune Do
version of Chi Sao. Offensive and Defensive Jeet Kune Do Techniques * Evasive movements. * Parries. *
Counterattacks. * Trapping. * Jeet Kune Do kickboxing skills including punches, kicks, and combinations. * Interception. *
Sliding leverage. * Knees and elbows. Learn Jeet Kune Do Fighting Strategy * Discover the use distance in fighting.
Includes simple explanations of fighting measure, closing in, the four ranges, etc. * Understand the use of broken rhythm,
cadence, and other timing concepts. These will give an otherwise slower person the upper-hand. * Learn how to create
openings in your opponent's guard using feints, false attacks, and more. * Breaks down the 5 ways of attack for complete
understanding and use in fighting strategy. A Perfect Accompaniment to The Tao of Jeet Kune Do The Tao of Jeet Kune
Do is Bruce Lee's own book on his fighting art. It has techniques, strategy, and philosophy, but it is not a Jeet Kune Do
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training manual. Unlike other Jeet Kune Do books, this one fills that gap Limited Time Only... Get your copy of Bruce
Lee’s Jeet Kune Do today and you will also receive: * Free SF Nonfiction Books new releases * Exclusive discount offers
* Downloadable sample chapters * Bonus content … and more! Teach yourself how to fight like the legend himself,
because this training manual covers all aspects of Bruce Lee's Jeet Kune Do. Get it now.
In De zonen van Bruce Lee reist Alex Boogers met zijn zeventienjarige zoon langs de Westkust van de Verenigde
Staten, op zoek naar sporen van Bruce Lee. Het tweetal treft er ontroerende kruimels aan van de straatvechter die een
wereldberoemd vechtkunstenaar werd; de vechtkunstenaar die een entertainer werd; de acteur die een compleet nieuw
actiegenre schiep, de kungfu-God die wereldwijd miljoenen fans en bewonderaars kreeg, omdat ze wilden leren vechten
en leven zoals hij. Alex Boogers: 'Zonder dat ik het zelf wist heb ik Bruce Lee in mijn jeugd geadopteerd als geestelijk
vader, als iemand die mij de weg zou wijzen. Ik wist dat hij er altijd zou zijn, ook als er een stevige mist neerdaalde en ik
soms niet meer wist waar ik naartoe moest. Hij zou er zijn. Hij wel.' Als opgroeiende puber in een onveilige omgeving
klampte Boogers zich vast aan de inzichten van Lee. Inzichten die hij nu op zijn beurt doorgeeft, in een indrukwekkend
lange brief aan zijn zoon.
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